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Presentation Notes
We examined the effect of data point censoring on the correlations between skewed variables.This poster was presented at the SPSP annual convention on February 19, 2022.



Data Point Censoring

• Left censoring
• Value is too small to be detected
• Floor effects

• Right censoring
• Length of time to event or                     

frequency of event is underestimated
• Ceiling effects

Data point censoring occurs when a researcher knows a value is 
at least as large as (or no larger than) a certain value

To view annotations
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Data point censoring occurs when researchers have only partial information about the value of a variable, knowing the value is at least as large as (or no larger than) a given limit of detection. * Left censoring may occur because measures are only able to detect certain concentrations or frequencies of the thing of interest. For example, a certain level of testosterone must be present in a blood sample before it can be detected (Wang et al., 2014); this is called the limit of detection. When no testosterone is detected, the concentration might be any value below this lower limit. These data are referred to as left censored because the left-hand tail of the distribution has been obscured.* Conversely, right censoring occurs when a longitudinal study is tracking the time until an event occurs, and the event does not occur within the time the study is being run. Right censoring occurs for a variety of outcome variables, such as time to graduation, length of unemployment, and illness duration.  These data are referred to as right censored because the right-hand tail of the distribution (which shows high values of the variable) has been obscured, so researchers cannot clearly distinguish between those high values. 



Censoring Distorts Correlations
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X and Y have 
bivariate normal 
distribution with 
𝜌𝜌𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 = −1

Half the x values 
are censored. 
If X < 0, x = 0.

Half the y values are 
also censored.
𝜌𝜌𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = −.467

(Russell & Carroll, 1999)
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Data point censoring distorts the correlations.  Imagine that X and Y have a bivariate standard normal distribution with a correlation of -1. Every data point falls exactly on a straight line.* If little x and y are censored versions of these variables, their correlation will not be -1.  For example, imagine we censor half the values on X.  Any value that is below 0, we’ll set to 0.  * Now imagine we censor half the values on Y. Russell and Carroll (1999) showed the correlation between little x and little y will be -.467.



We Examined the Effect of Left Censoring on 
Correlations for Skewed Data
24 datasets with 50,000 cases 

Correlations: .7 and -.7
Skew: .5 and -.5
Left censoring: 30%, 50%, 70%

One of our datasets:

50% censoring on x
50% censoring on y

𝜌𝜌𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 = .70
𝜌𝜌𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = .64
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We examined the effect of left censoring on scatterplots for skewed variables.  * We examined 24 datasets.  For each dataset, we simulated 50,000 cases that had a correlation of .7 or -.7 and skew of .5 or -.5 on each variable.  * Then we applied the required degree of censoring: 50% on both 𝑥 and 𝑦; 30% on 𝑥 and 70 on 𝑦; or 70% on 𝑥 and 30 on 𝑦.  * Here’s one of the datasets.  On the left is the scatterplot for the uncensored variables, which have a correlation of .70.  On the right are the censored variables, which have a correlation of only .64.



Our 24 Datasets
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We created a total of 24 scatterplots.The correlations associated with those 24 scatterplots, r(x,y) are summarized in Figure 1.



Left censoring 
affects negative
correlations more 
than positive 
correlations.

Main Effect for 
Correlation
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The graph shows a main effect for correlation.  If censoring had no effect, all these lines would be at the top of the graph, with an absolute correlation of .7.  But they aren’t.  * If both variables are left censored and the correlation between uncensored variables is +.7, the correlation between the censored variables is around .6.  * When the correlation between the uncensored variables is -.7, the correlation between the censored variables is around -.4.  * Thus, left censoring has more of an effect on negative correlations.



Unequal
censoring has a 
greater effect 
than equal 
censoring.

Main Effect for 
Censoring Pattern
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The graph also shows a main effect for censoring pattern.  * The correlations between the censored variables are higher on the left hand side of the graph than on the right hand side.  Notice how each of the lines slopes downward to the right.  Thus, unequal censoring has more of an effect. * The effect of unequal censoring is important, because censoring will not be exactly the same on empirical variables.  For example, maximum-performance measures frequently vary in difficulty, leading to differences in ceiling and floor effects.  



Unequal left
censoring has 
bigger effect on 
positive
correlations than 
negative ones.

Interaction of 
Censoring Pattern 

and Correlation
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In addition to the main effects, there is also a two-way interaction of correlation and censoring pattern.* If both variables have left censoring, on average, unequal censoring has a big effect on positive correlations, but a small effect on negative correlations, perhaps because the negative correlations have already been severely affected. 



For left
censoring, 
censoring pattern 
and skew interact 
more for positive
correlations than 
negative ones.

Three Way 
Interaction
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Finally, there is a three-way interaction of censoring pattern, skew, and correlation. * When the correlation is positive, there is a visible two-way interaction between censoring pattern and skew: Unequal left censoring sometimes reduces the magnitude of the correlation a lot more than equal censoring and sometimes just a little, depending upon the skew.  * However, when the correlation is negative, there is no discernable interaction of censoring pattern and skew: Unequal left censoring reduces the magnitude of the correlation about .02 more than equal censoring, regardless of the skew.  * Thus, when both variables have left censoring, censoring pattern and skew interact more for positive correlations than negative correlations.



Discussion
• Right censoring is the mirror image of left censoring. Therefore,

• If both variables have right censoring
• Unequal censoring has a greater effect than equal censoring.
• Censoring affects negative correlations more than positive ones.
• Censoring pattern and skew interact more for positive correlations than negative.

• If one variable has left censoring and one has right censoring
• Unequal censoring has a greater effect than equal censoring.
• Censoring affects positive correlations more than negative ones.
• Censoring pattern and skew interact more for negative correlations than positive.

• A variety of methods (e.g., Mplus, R package lava) use data from 
censored variables to estimate correlations for uncensored variables.

• Future research: How well do they work with skewed data?
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IMPLICATIONSThese simulations did not examine the effect of right censoring.  However, right-censored data with positive skew is the mirror image of left-censored data with negative skew.  Therefore, we can infer the effect of right censoring from the effect of left censoring.  * If both variables have right censoring, the results will be identical to the situation where both variables have left censoring.  * However, if one variable has left censoring and one variable has right censoring, the results will be the reverse.  Censoring will affect positive correlations more than negative ones, and censoring pattern and skew will interact more for negative correlations than positive ones.FUTURE RESEARCHA variety of methods can use the data from censored variables to estimate the correlation among the uncensored variables.  Future research should determine how well those methods work with skewed data.* Perhaps new methods should be created that first estimate skew based upon the censored data, and then take that into account when estimating the correlation between the uncensored variables.
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